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This paper reviews the state-of-the-art in VLSI 3D packaging technology with a view to
compact portable electronic systems. A number of bare dice and MGM stacking technologies
are now emerging to meet the eúer increasing demands for low power consumption, low
weight and compact portable systems. Technical issues such as silicon efficiency, complexity,
thermal management, interconnection capacity, speed and power are shown to be critical in
the choice of 3D stacking technology, depending on the target application.

1 Introduction
As the complexity of portable electronic systems increases, such as in the shift from the mobile phone
trirvarrls bhe Interactive Mobile Nlultimedia Personal Communicator (INI3PC) paradigm, greater demancls
ar e being pla<;ccl on the production of low po'*'er, low weight and compact packaging teclinologies for VLSI
intr:grated circuits. Likewise rnany aerospace and rnilitary applications are following this trcnd. In orcler
to rncct this dcrnancl, rnalìy new 3D packaging technologies are now emerging where cither bare dice
r¡r \,[CN,ls are stackcd along thc z-axis, resulting in dramatic improvement in compactness. As this z-

¡rìarrc ilrciinology results ilr a rrmch lower overall interconnection length, parasitic capacitanr:e and thereby
s!'stern J)ower r:onsumption t:an b<> reduced by as much as 30% [1] .
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Figurt: 1: A graphir;al illustration of the silicon efficiency between MCMs arrd 3D technology

2 The 3D Paradigm
Fig. 1 r:learly demonstrates the appeal of stacking technology, showing how several chips can use a srnall
srrlrstrate'footprint' area. The ratio of the total chip area to ther footprint area is called the silicon e.ffi-
(xency. Conse<truently, the bar chart in F'ig. 2 illustrates the fact that the 3D stacking paradigm breaks the
100% barrier for silir:orr efficiency. A further advantage of the 3D approach is that interconnect lengths
t;arr lre greatly reducecl, leading to reduced propagation delays and reduced CV'f power consumption.
Fig. 3 illustrates, for example, a possible factor of 20 reduction in interconnect length by utiìising thc 3D
paradigm.
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Figure 2: Silicon efficiency comparison between 3D packaging technology and other conventional packag-

ing technologies [2].
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Figure 3: A comparison between the r'*'iring lengths in 2D and 3D structrrres [3]
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Figure 4: Available interconnect capacity for different technologies (crr/<:m2) [4, 5]
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Figure 5: A comparison between 3D and 2D stmctures in tertns of tìre possible numl'¡er of iltterconnections
assuming one routing layer for the 2D structure [3].
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Figure 6: Two variants of the stackecl tape carrier vertical interconnect. (a) Stacked TAB on PCB. (b)
Stacked TAB on Leadframe.

The av¿iilable interconnect length per unib area of each layer is referred to as the interconnect capacity
(or cotrnectivity) an<l is illustraterl for different technologies in Fig. 4. Nloreover, Fig. 5 illustrates bhe
grerater cle¡4ree of freeclorn irr formirrg interconnects in a 3D structure.

3 Stacking Techniques

lllherc ar-e many ways to stack clevices. Packaged devices, PCBs, MCMs, wafer scale devices etc. can all
be stackecl. This can done by ¿r ¡rumber of proprietry processing techniques (at some expense!) or more
cheaply by purchasing specialised connector systems (at the expense of increased volume). Perhaps the
nrost poptrlar approach, when trsing rnounted die, is MCM stacking by use of 'fuzz button' connectors.
F\zz buttons are like snrall motrnds c¡f steel floss that make a surprisingly good connection and can be
r <rpeatc<lly used.

Howr:ver the above stackirr¡; methocls ¿rre still rather bulky for portable systems such as mobile handsets,
¿rncl we shall concentrate now on barr: die stacking. Bare die stacking can be split into two main r:ate-
gories: Ioaf stacking an<\ pancake sta,cking. Loaf stacking is the best approach for an area conrrection to
an array of points across the surface of a chip. In this ca.se, several chips are stacked horizontally (with
the appearance of a loaf of sliced bread hence the term 'loaf') and then the top set of edges is connected
to the whole area of another chip lairl horizontally across the top of the loaf. This exercise is extremely
expensive and has onlv been used, to date, for very high performance military imaging systems. Hence,
we shall focuss on pe.riplt,eral corrnections to a vertical pancalee stack of bare die.

The main peripheral l,¡are die stacking te<;hniques are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6 two variants of
the tape carrier method are illustrated. In Fig. 7, three variants of soldered edge conductors are shown.
Fig. 8 shows a bare die 'cube' with metallisation directly deposited on the cube faces - tracks can then
be defined by direct laser writing. Figs. 9 and 10 show two schemes for stacking bare die of differing size

the clisarivanta¡5e is t'hat ttrc stack height is fairly limited.
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Figure Z: Three variants of the solder edge conductors vertical interconnectiorrs. (a) Solder edge contacts

(b) Solder filled via. (c) Stacked PCB leadframes.
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Figure 8: Direct laser writing process for vertical interconnections.
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Figure 9: A vertical interconnection approach using wire bonding techniques
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Figure 10: (upper) A schematic diagram of two chips stacked and interconnected using rvire bonding

(lower) A top view of the upper schematic diagram.

Bare clie 3D techniques are fairly complex, expensive and require matched die sizes for large stacks.

On the other ha¡cl, stacked ceramic MCMs tend to be bulky, for portable systems. Perhaps the best

comprorrrise beteween the two approaches is a technique that mounts the bare die on thin 200 ¡rm N4CNI
,flex' boards, which are then stacked and potted in epoxy. This results in an extremely compact and light

sback (r:onrpared to cerarnic IVICMs) and allows the use of chips of differing die size.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Significant savings in power consumption, weight and physical volume can be achieved by adopting the

3D packagirrg approach. A number of emergent bare dice and MCM stacking approaches have been re-

viewecl. The choice of 3D technology depends largely on the application. For stacking memory ICs, where

the power {issipation is low ancl all the ICs are of matched size, 'pancake' bare die stacking produt:es t,he

most ef;Êcierrt results.

For the special cast: of arcat'athe¡- L\an peripherol connections (ie. a regular array connected to a proccssor

on a pixel-by-pixel basis) , 'loaf' rather than 'pancake'bare dice stacking is preferrable. Thc reastltt ftil-

this is that loaf stacking avoids the need for through-substrate-vias and hence saves silicon space atrd <rtlst.

Bare dice stacking techniques that require little or no silicon post processing and have the fewest nurnber

of fabrication process steps are the most attractive. The number of steps required for bartt clie star:king

varies dramatically from vendor to vendor from the order of 5 to 50 steps!

In summary, bare dice technology is most suitable when dealing with repetitive stacking of itlentit al ICs

When dealing with a range of ICs of different sizes, the MCM stacking approach tends to be ther tnost

efficient in terms of cost and complexity. The most efficient, in terms of physical volume, appears to be

the tec[nique where thin MCM flex boards are stacked and then potted in epoxy. This techrrique also is

aclvantageous for large volume production, where reel-to-reel flexboard can be utilised, rnatlt' turits t:art

be pottecl i1 parallel and the resulting strip can then be sliced up. In cases where military/aetospäce
standar<ls disallow organi<'materials (such as epoxy), particular attenticln for robustness alrd ireat-sirrkirtg
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is required, then the various ceramic MCM stacking techniques can be employed. In this case the fuzz

button approach appears to be the most widely used, due to its ability for high density vertical intercon-

nect (about a factor of 3 better the surface mount connectors).

Finally, 3D stacking techniques place upon the system designer more demands in terms of thermal and

crosstalk modelling - also design for testability and a carefully structured test procedure are crucial.

Vendors that thoroughly address simulation and test issues, and that focus on reducing the number of
fabrication steps of their stacking technology will meet the demands of the system designer.
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